STEM Teachers’ Conference 2017

To explore STEM integrated units of work, a conference for Years 7 to 10 teachers of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics will be held in the Sydney School of Education and Social Work. The STEM Teachers’ Conference will feature teachers talking about integrated units that they have implemented in schools, curriculum designers explaining how to develop such units with interdisciplinary teams, and opportunities for teachers to plan integrated units together. It is ideal if schools send at least two teachers so that initial planning can be undertaken together.

*Teachers from schools who have previously completed the University of Sydney STEM Teacher Enrichment Academy may be subsidized to attend the conference (i.e. the usual conference fee of $275 will be paid by the STEM Academy) on consultation. We are not able to pay for teacher relief.*

For information about the STEM Teacher Enrichment Academy, please visit: [http://sydney.edu.au/stem/academy](http://sydney.edu.au/stem/academy)

**When**
- Monday 19 June or Friday 13 October | 8.30am – 3.30pm

**Where**
- Education Building
- The University of Sydney

**Cost**
- $275pp (GST Inc.)

**Enquiries**
- Nina Goodwin
- T 02 9351 6329
- E nina.goodwin@sydney.edu.au

**Register**
- Follow links below to register:

Completing *STEM Integration in Years 7 to 10* will contribute 6 hours of NESA Registered PD addressing 1.2.2, 1.5.2, 2.1.2, 2.2.2, 2.6.2, 3.1.2 & 4.1.2 from the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers towards maintaining Proficient Teacher Accreditation in NSW.